
RADIOACTIVITY



As the Proton , neutron resides inside the
nucleus , so it is known as the nucleons.
Electrons are the particles which revolve
around the fixed paths called orbits
around  the nucleus.

Concept



Concept
Atomic Number: n(P) = n(e-)
Mass Number: P + N = Nucleons
Same atomic number but different Mass Number.
Diff Number of Neutrons.
Same Electrons - Same CHEMICAL Properties.



Carbon and Chlorine



Unstable Isotopes
They are radioactive in nature.
Number of Neutrons are much more than the number of
Protons.



Isobars
Diff Elements , Same Mass Number  but Different
Atomic Number                                                    

Mirror Isobars are those , whose number of
Neutrons and Protons are interchangable



Isotones
Diff Elements , Same Number of Neutrons

23 Na 11

24 Mg 12



Substance which emits α,β,γ rays are known as
Radioactive Substance and the phenomenon is known
as Radioactivity.
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Radioactivity



Alpha +ve Charge
Two Protons and Two Neutrons
Same as Helium [Double Ionised]
Mass = 4*Mass of Proton
Charge = 2* Charge of Proton
Strongly ionises the Gas (100 times than Beta and 10000
times than Gamma).
Penetration Power - 3 to 8 cm in air (1/100 times than Beta
and 1/10000 times than Alpha).
causes Fluroscence
Large KE and Momentum
Destroys Living Cells.



Fast Moving Electrons emitted from Nucleus
 

Mass and Charge - Electron
Origin - Nucleus
Penetration Power -1/100 times of Alpha and 100 times of Gamma

Beta -ve Charge

Penetrate 5m in Air (can be stopped by the 5mm Aluminium)
Penetration power is 100 times of Alpha and 1/100 times of Gamma
Produces X-Rays when stopped by metals.
Biological Damage more than Alpha.
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Gamma Rays
Electromagnetic Waves
Speed same as of Light
Penetrating Power is very high (500m in Air and 30 cm
thick iron sheet).
Penetration power is 100 times than beta and 10000
times than alpha.
Immense Biological Damage and treatment of
Cancer.

Gamma emmision occurs simultaneously with the
beta and alpha emmision.



Medical Uses
Cobalt-60 is used in cancer treatment by killing cells
in maligant tumour.
Tracers are the salts of weak radioactive isotopes
(Radio-NaCl , Radio - Fe , Radio - I). Used in Radio
Cardiology.
Gamma Rays sterilise Bandages , Dressings and
Syringes.



Scientific And Industrial Uses
RD Tracers - Growth of Plants (Manures).
Finds ages of Excavated Materials 
Carbon Dating.
235 U 92 - fuel for atomic energy reactors.
Reduces The Friction
Ionises the Air.
Beta Particles are used to control the thickness of
Paper Sheet.



Sources of  Harmful Radiation
Nuclear Waste - Waste of Nuclear Plants emits
the harmful radiations into the atmosphere.

Cosmic Radiations which enter earth from the sun.



Harmful Effects Of Radiation
Short Term - Diarrhea
Long Term - Leukemia , Cancer.
Genetics - also to the upcoming generations.



Safety Measures While
Establishing Nuclear Plant

Non exposure to plant
Plant must be shielded
Housed in an Air tight Building
Cooling system is must.



Safety Measures While Handling
Radioactive Material

Lead Line Aprons and Lead lined Gloves are must
to wear.
Handles with long Lead Tongs.
Radioactive Substance must be kept in a thick
lead container.



Safety Measures While Disposal
of Nuclear Waste

First must be kept in a thick cask and must be
buried in the specially constructed deep
underground stores.



Background Radiation
The background radiations are the radioactive
radiations to which we are exposed , even in the
absence of an actual radioactive sources.

INTERNAL 
K-40 C-14

EXTERNAL 
COSMIC RAYS - RADON-222 and Solar

Radiations



Electron
Proton
Neutron
Both (b) and (c)

Which of the following can be found inside the
nucleus of an atom?



M
 N
 O
P

Which of the following denotes the 4th shell around the
nucleus?



Electrons that are orbiting nearest to the nucleus.
Electrons that are orbiting farthest to the nucleus.
Combination of neutrons and protons.
A newly discovered particles.

What is nucleons?



235
92
95
94

Number of electrons in US U 235\92



 23\11Na 
 23\12 Na
12/11Na
23/11Na

Sodium has atomic number of 11 and mass number of 23.Which of the
following representation is correct?



Atomic number
Mass number
Neutron number
Both (a) and (b)

Which of the following is conserved in a nuclear
reaction?



Atomic number
Mass number
Both atomic number and mass number
None of the above.

Which of the following is constant for an isotope?



23/11Na And 23/12Mg
14/4C And 13/6 C
23/11Na and 39/19K
None of the above.

Which of the following two are mirror-isobars?



Dropping of Hydrogen bomb
Military interventions by Russia
Nuclear disaster
All of the above.

"Chernobyl disaster", "Fukushima disaster", "The Kyshtym
disaster" are infamous for which of the following?



γ«β>α
α<β <γ
α>γ> β
α> β > Υ

Ascending order of α, β and γ according to their
penetrating power.



105 m/s
103 m/s
107 m/s
109 m/s

Speed of an a particle is in the order of



 Beta particles travel at a rate of 108 m/s.
Beta particles can't ionise the gas they're passing through
The photographic plate is affected by beta particles.
The nucleus of an atom emits beta particles, which are extremely
fast travelling electrons.

Which of the following is not correct?



Gamma rays are electromagnetic waves that have the same
wavelength as X-rays and light
Gamma radiation travels at the same velocity as light.
Gamma radiation has a very high ionising power.
Gamma radiation has a relatively limited penetrating power.

Which of the following is correct?



Alpha radiation
Beta radiation
Gamma radiation
Neutron radiation

Find the odd one out:



X 45/20
X 44/19
X 44/20
X 45/19

A nucleus x loses one proton and one B-particle, the new
nucleus will be:



What do you understand by the following terms?
(i) Nucleus,
(ii) Nucleons.



Q-Compare the ionizing powers of a, B and radiations.
Ans. The ionizing power of a radiation is nearly 100
times that of B radiations and nearly 10,000 times
that of y-radiations.



What happens to the atomic number of an element
when it emits:
(i) An alpha particle
(ii) A beta particle.



Q-What are radio isotopes? Give examples.
Ans. The isotopes of some elements with atomic
number less than 82 are also found to be
radioactive and are called radio isotopes.



What changes occur in the nucleus of radioactive element when it
emits gamma radiation? Give an example.
Ans. When the nucleus of a radioactive element emits
gamma radiation, there is no change inside the
nucleus except that its excess energy is released
in the form of y-radiation.
Example: 4Z* → AZ + y




